speed, and new software development, the use of digital images for a wide variety of functions is being realized. This functionality is at multiple levels, ranging from relatively simple tasks such as image/case archiving, to the mid-level tasks of interactive continuing education, teleconsultation and proficiency testing, and culminating at the higher-level tasks of image data-mining and the development of artificial intelligence tools.
present the specific challenges faced by adaptation of these applications to cytologic practice, detail data accumulated to date regarding cytologic applications in digital pathology, and conclude with a look at the future with regard to specific digital-pathology issues and solutions.
The Basics of Digital Pathology
Digital pathology represents a fundamental change in the format of the images that practitioners routinely view. Instead of viewing analog images through an opticsbased device (i.e. a microscope), digital pathology is most basically defined as viewing digital renditions of those same images through a digital monitor. In order to do so, analog images must first be captured. This requires a device, such as a camera or scanner, that renders the analog image into an array of 'dots' referred to as pixels, each of which has a specific color representative of the color that was present in the analog image at that point. When the entire array of pixels is viewed on an output device, it forms a complete rendition of the original image. The digital images that derive from home-use digital cameras are a simple example of this functionality. The resolution of the image is determined by the number and size of the pixels in the array, and as any photographer will know, the more pixels in the image, the larger and more finely resolved the final image can be without distortion (socalled 'pixelation') of the image ( fig. 2 ). Resolution comes with costs, including higher memory requirements to store the data, and the need for higher bandwidth capacity to transfer those images to remote sites over networks, such as the Internet. So as cameras have become more powerful (meaning that they can capture images containing greater pixel arrays), the ability to practically digitize pathology specimens at high enough resolutions is now a reality. In addition, with the development of highresolution scanners, which are essentially cameras that digitize images across large arrays and combine those images (so-called 'stitching') into yet larger arrays, it is now possible to fabricate final image files that recapitulate entire pathology specimens (so-called 'whole-slide images' or 'virtual slides'). In addition, digital cameras can also be used to 'stream' images over networks without the need to create files or to use permanent computer memory for storage. Thus, real-time review of digitized specimens can take place using digital technology with bandwidth requirements only for transferring the image being viewed at any particular moment.
Methods of Digital Pathology Image Transfer
As noted above, there are 3 basic digital pathology image transfer methods currently in common use. Transfer of static images, real-time (or streaming) image transfer, or the transfer of whole-slide images.
Static-image transfer has the advantage of ease of use and relatively low cost. This process requires only a camera, computer and network connection to operate. Image size (as compared to whole-slide images) is small and bandwidth requirements are low. However, static images show only a limited portion of the entire specimen. Therefore, remote observers will only see what the originator has imaged. This situation may be perfectly acceptable for education and testing purposes, but this process creates a bias which may be detrimental in the particular circumstance of telediagnosis/consultation in which the specimen is an unknown for which a diagnostic opinion is being sought. In 'simple' cases this may not be a significant issue, but in difficult or true 'consultation grade' cases, this bias could potentially skew the opinion rendered. The lack of any ability to focus, change magnifications, or otherwise manipulate the image, can also be detriments to optimal interpretation with static-image transfer. One study used video image capture as a method of solving the focusing problem with static imagery. The authors report that using a specialized digital camera capable of capturing short video clips of manual focusing (a 'z-axis video') improved diagnostic ability compared to nonfocused still images [1] . When the review has been completed, the images can be permanently archived.
Real-time image transmission or streaming of a digital image solves some of the problems of static-image transfer, but at a cost. In this process, a microscope at the originating site actually views the specimen, and a continuously updated digital image is streamed over the network to the remote site. The microscope can be either locally or remotely controlled (the latter via a robotic interface), with commands sent to move the slide, and change the focus or magnification. Therefore the entire slide can be visualized in a manner entirely analogous to primary microscopy, thus eliminating the bias of static imaging. However, this process can be exceedingly cumbersome, as the manipulation of the remote microscope can be tedious and slow. Real-time systems work best for histopathology applications because much of the work is done at lower magnifications, allowing greater areas of the slide to be viewed in a smaller amount of time. Real-time imaging is least useful for applications requiring high magnification searching or screening, hence, its use for cytologic material is most limited. Real-time high-resolution image transfer requires high bandwidth and can easily overload network capacity. Lower-resolution systems require less bandwidth, but suffer from lack of fine detail. When the real-time review is completed, no stored image or record of the review exists, unless pictures are recorded during the session. Real-time remotely controlled robotic devices are expensive; however, locally controlled real-time image systems are inexpensive and can be efficiently deployed.
Whole-slide imaging maintains the relative simplicity of static-image transfer (in reality, a whole-slide image is merely a very large static image), but eliminates its bias because the entire specimen is available for review. This process creates a very large file size for each image (wholeslide images can be many hundreds of megabytes of data each), and hence the memory required to store such images is great. At present, the whole-slide image-scanning process is lengthy. A single plane scan can take up to 5 min depending on the area of the specimen, and with the higher-resolution scanning that will optimize the high magnification (40 ! objective scanning) image for cytology specimens, scanning can take 30-40 min. Faster scanner mechanics or multiple-array objectives will undoubtedly mitigate this scanning time process in the future [2] . As with static imaging, whole-slide images share the lack of intrinsic focusing capability. For cytologic material, which is often displayed in a mutiplanar fashion, this can be a detriment, although there are methods to mitigate the 3-dimensional aspects of cytologic whole-slide images. Multiplane scanning of a specimen (so-called 'z-stacking') allows for capture of many focal planes, with the ability of the viewer to 'focus' up and down through the planes to find optimally focused cells in each area of the specimen. z-Stacking requires the storage of file sizes that are multiples of the already large single-plane whole-slide images. Systems currently in use to transfer z-stacks over networks can be very slow and can Example of a pixelated image. Note the lower-magnification image on the left top (20 ! ) which is within the resolution window of the original scan's magnification which was performed with a 20 ! objective. In the lower left, the image is magnified to 40 ! which represents 'pseudomagnification'. This is still a useable image for most applications but may not be optimal for searching, especially for small cells or objects. The image on the right is the same cell as noted by the circles on the left, digitally magnified to 300 ! . This magnification beyond resolution shows degradation (pixelation), leading to a 'fuzzy' image.
therefore lead to user fatigue and frustration [3] . Going forward, these downside issues of z-stacking may be viewed as 'engineering' problems that will be solved with faster scanners, computers and networks; and with everincreasing storage capacities. Alternative solutions to zstacking for the 3-dimensionality of cytologic specimens have been achieved using scanners that allow for multiplane scanning with integration of the best focused image at each tile into the final single-plane file. Scanning time is not improved over z-stacking as each plane still needs to be scanned individually, but the final integrated file uses the memory and transfer requirements of a singleplane scan. Focus of the whole-slide image has been shown to be significantly improved using this method ( fig. 3 ). Interestingly, a study aimed at defining differences in performance of observers using 2-dimensional versus 3-dimensional cytology images showed no difference in diagnostic accuracy; however, it did highlight a higher level of 'uncertainty and frustration' of the observers who were unable to resolve out-of-focus cells on the 2-dimensional whole-slide images [4] . At present, a major limiting factor in the use of whole-slide images is the high cost of the scanning devices. However, bandwidth requirements for whole-slide image transfer are not onerous because modern transfer techniques do not require transfer of the entire image file. The image file resides on the remote server and only the pieces of the image being queried at any point are transferred. Newer programs also increase the speed of viewing by also transferring the surrounding areas in anticipation of the observer's next move. An example of a typical viewing station for a whole-slide image is illustrated in figure 4 . See table 1 for a summary of the features of the 3 methods of digital image transfer described above.
Applications of Digital Pathology
Using digitized images, be they individual fields of a larger pathology specimen or whole-slide images, a variety of practical applications are in common use or are being investigated. Image archiving is a basic use with which all will be familiar. Virtually all photographs of pathology material are currently taken in the digital format. Use of film-based media for image capture and storage is all but gone. Images used in lectures, textbooks, teaching sets, and for illustrations on patient pathology reports are all captured using the digital format and can therefore be stored on digital storage media. Compared to film-based images, digital images have significant advantages -they can be stored in databases for simple cataloguing and retrieval, can be duplicated with a click of the 'save as' function on a computer, and can be transmitted to any other computer in the world that is linked by a network.
This ability to transfer digital images brings us to the functionality which has been referred to as 'telepathology' -or the ability to review pathologic specimens at a distance using image transfer over networks. Telepathology applications are many and include the following: (1) telediagnosis/teleconsultation -the rendering of an opinion on digitally transferred images or entire digital specimens (either primary diagnosis or second opinions); (2) continuing education -the use of digital images/specimens to teach; (3) proficiency testing -the use of standardized digital images/specimens to test individuals' ability to render correct interpretations. Several excellent reviews of general telepathology applications are available for the interested reader [5] [6] [7] . The remainder of this review will focus specifically on these applications in the field of cytology. In 1997, a 'Task Force on Digital Imagery/Telecytology, Diagnostic Cytology Toward the 21st Century: An International Expert Conference and Tutorial' was convened in Hawaii, which highlighted many of the issues relevant to the field going forward. The detailed review of that session was published in 1998 [8] . Example of a multiplane scan whole-slide image in which each of the planes has been condensed (or integrated) into a final single plane for viewing. This process identifies the best focused plane in each area and incorporates it into the final image. The upper figure is a condensed final image derived from a 9-plane scan whereas the bottom image is a single-plane scan. Note at the arrows significant improvement in focus of the cells in the 9-plane scan. Integration is not a final answer because it will not resolve groups of cells or cells overlapping one another, but it improves the focus over single-plane scanning as was illustrated in figure 1.
Telediagnosis/Teleconsultation
The need for remote interpretation of cytologic specimens has 3 basic applications; rapid adequacy assessment, primary specimen diagnosis, and second-opinion consultation. Each of these applications exploits the need to have cytology expertise in places where it does not ordinarily exist. This distance can be across hospitals (allowing busy pathologists to avoid the time of travel necessary within institutions), from hospital to hospital within networks, from healthcare facilities to home after hours, or from anywhere in the world having a fast Internet connection. Studies have shown the utility of using telepathology in the real-time mode for rapid interpretations [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In one study using real-time dynamic telecytology to perform rapid assessments of pancreatic fine-needle aspiration biopsies, Kim et al. [10] reported no significant disagreement between routine on-site and telecytology interpretations. They did note that the agreement values were lower for telecytology, but that the results were not significant. Kerr et al. [12] reported 97% concordance and 99% accuracy using a locally controlled real-time system for rapid assessment. Alsharif et al. [13] reported only a 1.8% discrepancy rate using a real-time telecytology system, compared to a 3.1% discrepancy rate for routine glass-slide rapid evaluation, when each was compared to the final diagnosis. Their study was the largest to date, with over 400 cases analyzed. Heimann et al. [14] reported that the use of real-time telecytology for a variety of rapid fine-needle aspiration assessments compared favorably to on-site rapid interpretations. This report noted that specimens prepared with Diff-Quik stains and those derived from endoscopic bronchial ultrasoundguided biopsies were more difficult to interpret. However, these issues may have been associated with both operator preference and experience. Overall, they reported that 95 and 97% of all specimens were concordant with the final and on-site rapid interpretations, respectively. These initial studies have also brought to light issues of work flow important to telecytology and the rapid-interpretation process [15] . With the rise in the use of fineneedle aspiration biopsy, more biopsies are being performed in more places, and for optimization will require more attention from the cytologist. The use of telecytology is seen as a less disruptive method of delivering that 'Thumbnail' images for localization are shown on the left. Magnification is controlled by the buttons on the top of the screen (arrow) with the actual magnification shown in the box (double arrow), which is 10 ! in this example. In this viewer, a high-magnification 'hover' window is present in the upper right corner of the viewer (triple arrow), allowing the observer a quick view of the area covered by the mouse cursor. service because a small number of trained cytology resources (cytotechnologists and cytopathologists) will be able to cover many sites of biopsy performance from a single 'connected' office. As the technology for static or real-time telecytology becomes less expensive, this method should thrive to optimize the biopsies that are performed, ultimately leading to better and more cost-effective patient outcomes. The use of whole-slide imaging for rapid on-site interpretations is limited by the cost of scanning devices and by the technical issue of liquid slidemounting media and the need to be extremely careful to insure that buildup of media inside the device does not interfere with the day-to-day scanning process. These machines require meticulous cleaning to operate properly. For cytology rapid assessment, this problem is analogous to the same issue raised with frozen-section wholeslide imaging applications [7] .
In the literature to date, static-image telecytology has been most commonly used for both primary diagnosis and second opinions. In most studies, static-image telecytology was at or near the accuracy of glass slide evaluation. The first reported telecytology study was performed in 1968 and consisted of using black and white videomicroscopy to transmit images of blood films from Logan International Airport in Boston to Massachusetts General Hospital as part of a larger telemedicine demonstration project [16] .
Cervical cytology, being the highest-volume procedure in the cytology laboratory, has a history of evaluations with telecytology applications. Raab et al. [17] , using static imagery for cervical cytology specimens, reported on the reproducibility of interpretation between video screen-based images and use of the microscope. The group found that use of the monitor-based diagnosis was about 10% less accurate than was microscopy, with most of the errors being false negatives of missed dysplasias. The authors did comment, however, that performance varied between individuals, raising the issue that training (and reorientation of skills) may be an important component of implementation of telepathology methods. In another study reviewing the ability to make accurate cervical cytology diagnoses on selected video images, Ziol et al. [18] noted that the process was generally accurate but suffered from the issues noted above in the general discussion for static-image telecytology -namely the inability to focus and lack of resolution, particularly for small cells. Alli et al. [19] reported that using selected static images in cervical cytology specimens, digital images generated lower correlation statistic values than did glass slide interpretations, but also reported that no 'significant' 2-step diagnostic disagreements were noted on the digital images. They concluded that the method was therefore safe ['does not appear to pose a major risk of introducing large (2-step) diagnostic disagreements'] and 'holds much promise'. In 2001, the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology published their results for telecytology by static-image interpretation. This report was more relevant than the prior studies because it represented the compiled data of actual consultations received between 1995 and 1999, and not a contrived study. In this report, which included 15 cervical cytology and a variety of other nongynecologic specimens, the authors report no major discrepancies when compared to the actual consultations subsequently rendered on the glass slides. Minor discrepancies, such as upgrading of a telecytology interpretation of atypical squamous cells, cannot exclude a high-grade lesion, to high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion were the only issues noted [20] . These types of discrepancies are similar to those reported in the abovementioned studies by Raab et al. and Ziol et al. Lee at al. [21] , using cervical cytology, showed that static images transmitted by e-mail could be accurately and reproducibly diagnosed, and also noted that time to arrive at the diagnosis was less for static imagery (this result might be expected if preselected fields were obtained, as digital images mitigated the need to search for abnormality).
In parallel to the development of telecytology, the field of cervical cytology automated screening has been steadily progressing. At present, automated Pap test readers are available that, via artificial intelligence, identify slides at high risk of containing abnormal cells [22] , but that can also identify which individual fields of view on slides are most likely to contain abnormal cells [23, 24] . With the ability to identify high-risk fields of view, image capture of such fields with transmission of the static images to remote sites is a potential mode for 'automated telecytology.' This principle was first tested in a report using bundled low-resolution images of high-risk fields of view captured from an automated screening device [25] . In this report, the feasibility of such a system was proven, with high sensitivity and specificity for appropriate case triage by this method. Further studies using larger numbers of cases, with a system developed to automatically transmit images directly from the automated instrument to remote computer review stations, showed effective triage of specimens with a sensitivity of detection as high as has been found for primary manual screening by glass slide microscopy. In the static-image system, observers tended to overcall cases, leading to diminished specificity, but in a remote-triage application, use of this system would eliminate significant workload at the remote site by excluding cases deemed to represent the lowest risk of having abnormality with little risk of false-negative cases being missed. As in the original reports noted above, difficulties of discrimination in static images derived from small cells which may be difficult to classify and cells that are out of focus [26] .
In nongynecologic applications, a variety of organ system telecytology studies have been reported. Galvez et al. [27] , reporting on the specific cytologic features identified in breast fine-needle aspirations, noted that all features assessed could be identified in both the static images and under the microscope. They reported that discordant cases were almost always the difference between reporting a 'suspicious' versus a 'definitive' interpretation of malignancy. In another breast fine-needle aspiration study of 48 cases, Della Mea et al. [28] reported that using static images sent by e-mail achieved a satisfactory result in 84% of cases. In the remaining 16%, the images were deemed insufficient for a definitive diagnosis, with 1 case representing a false-negative result in an invasive lobular carcinoma. Briscoe et al. [29] reported that observer experience was important in breast fine-needle aspiration static-image telecytology. In their study, the pathologist having the most experience had the highest level of concordance and 'diagnostic confidence'. Ayatollahi et al. [30] reported between 83 and 87% accuracy for the interpretation of static images from pleural effusion specimens compared to the final diagnosis versus 89% accuracy for interpretation of the glass slides. In studies of pancreatic fine-needle aspiration biopsies by static images, Marchevsky et al. [31] reported improved performance over light-microscopic examination in the discrimination of chronic pancreatitis from low-grade adenocarcinoma. They did report considerable inter-and intraobserver variability in diagnosis, which might be expected for this often difficult discrimination, but less was reported using the static-image approach. This conclusion might be predicted on the fact that the images selected might be the best representations of the pathology present, and would not be 'diluted' by all the other appearances on the entire glass slide. This hypothesis speaks to the fact that image selection quality and bias may play an important role in the variable quality of static-image telecytology. For a variety of aspiration specimens, Jialdasani et al. [32] reported a 'clinically useful' diagnosis in 91% of cases using static-image telecytology. Yamashiro et al. [33] report on their introduction of a static imagebased telecytology system for primary diagnosis in Japan. Over a 2-year period, 614 routine cases were transmitted by cytotechnologists to pathologists working 300 km away, with case discussion simultaneously via e-mail. The concordance between telecytology and subsequent glass slide interpretation was 88.6%. The overall accuracy was 91.4%, and was not statistically different from the 'glass slide by mail' accuracy noted in the prior year. There were only 5 cases (0.8%) in which a 'severely inappropriate diagnosis' was made by telecytology. These cases were all difficult differential diagnoses, including lymphoma, bile duct and salivary gland neoplasia, in which routine glass slide diagnosis might be fraught with difficulty. The authors conclude that this system worked adequately for routine use [33] . Other examples of staticimage cytology have shown excellent accuracy and reproducibility among observers in a variety of organ systems and even for use in veterinary cytology practice [34] [35] [36] [37] .
Interestingly, other factors may have additional influences on the diagnostic accuracy of static-image telecytology, most notably manipulations of the images themselves in various ways. In a timely study, Pinco et al. [38] presented images to observers at multiple times with changes in the physical characteristics of the image files -including changes in presentation (rotation), brightness, contrast, red-green-blue color, and luminosity (all manipulated via a Photoshop application). The authors noted that agreement between identical images was excellent ( = 0.81), but was reported to be poor ( = 0.21) when the images were manipulated, and these differences were statistically significant. Examples of issues include changes occurring via cropping of images that may highlight different cells or orientations, changes in density of nuclei (making cells appear more hyperchromatic), or changes in the background color causing obscuration of important foreground details. This study argues strongly for community standards of these factors going forward, but also for increased awareness that manipulating images may lead to erroneous results.
There have been few examples of real-time telecytology scanning studies for primary or secondary consultation that could be identified in the literature. This is not surprising given the issues noted above. This method of examination is more amenable to low-magnification work, with only the occasional need for increased magnification to verify the low-power impression. Hence this technique has been used almost exclusively in cytology for rapid assessment -where final diagnoses will be made later on the collected material. Tasks such as high-magnification searching and screening are not well suited to this technique because of the time and bandwidth needed. These dynamic systems are more adaptable to educa-tion environments where lower-resolution real-time images can be used to teach. In one study using real-time assessment for breast fine-needle aspiration cytology evaluation, Hitchcock and Hitchcock [39] reported a significant discordant rate (greater than 1 step) of 3.8%, with 5 cases upgraded and 3 cases downgraded on final diagnosis. They report that these results are acceptable and they continued to use this system in current practice. Another report using robotic real-time methods for breast telecytologic interpretation showed correlation in 80% of cases, and also documented a substantial increase in time taken to review the telecytology specimen (10.8 vs. 2.4 min per specimen). They concluded that the method was not ready for routine use, but indicated that the results were 'encouraging' [9] .
The use of whole-slide imaging in clinical cytology specimens has recently been reported. As mentioned above, whole-slide images are complete digital representations of the entire cytology specimen. As such, the issues of bias and incomplete specimens for remote evaluation are eliminated. However, whole-slide images, as they are for all intents and purposes very large static images, still suffer from lack of intrinsic focusing capability and are limited in resolution by the technical features of their acquisition (i.e. what is the original capture optical magnification). z-Stacking and integration of multiplanar scans can mitigate focusing issues but come with the inherent costs of long scanning and/or transmission times. A variety of devices are currently available for the making of whole-slide images. A review of current devices was reported in 2006 [40] , and serves as a starting point for interested readers; however, the field is in a constant and rapid state of change, and hence the newest information on current scanning devices is generally only available from the manufacturers themselves. Many studies of whole-slide imaging technology are available for histopathologic applications, including frozen section and permanent slide applications [2, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Only a few reports detail the use of whole-slide images in cytology diagnostic applications [3, 51, 52] . In a recent study by Evered and Dudding [3] , using whole-slide images for the evaluation of liquid-based cervical cytology slides, there was no statistical difference in accuracy between wholeslide images and glass slides; however, there were important differences noted. Time to screen the whole-slide images more than doubled compared to the glass slide (18 vs. 8 min, respectively), and it was noted that whole-slide images underperformed glass slides when images were captured in single planes, without focusing capability, as compared to multiplane z-stacks, where focusing was enabled. They also reported significant computer issues, including 'freezing' of the program, 'fuzzy' images and slow computer response times. In a study of the use of virtual slides to prescreen and evaluate cervical cytology slides which were stained with the p16 biomarker for the detection of potential high-grade disease, Grabe et al. [52] showed that the device's ability to detect stained cells on whole-slide images had a very high sensitivity and specificity when compared to the gold standard. This study shows that whole-slide images are well suited to further artificial-intelligence functions. It is anticipated that cytologic evaluations by whole-slide imaging will dramatically increase in the next few years, as technical issues as described are addressed.
For interested readers, an excellent review of the data available for telecytology clinical studies using a variety of systems has been published by Pantanowitz et al. [53] .
Digital Cytology Applications in Education
A great advantage of the use of digital cytology is its ease of use in teaching applications. In an age of ever more expensive and difficult travel, the need to bring the education to the student increases. Because of their ability to access any site with a fast Internet connection, digital cytology education methods have been used in a variety of circumstances. The use of static images in a presentation program transmitted over the Internet can accompany a voice connection for distance lecturing. Use of real-time Internet presentations where students can view the sender's computer screen (so-called 'webinars') can be useful not only for lectures but also for microscopy teaching, when the computer is coupled to a microscope with camera. In this fashion, other microscopy-related conferencing, such as tumor boards or morbidity and mortality conferences, can be easily performed from a distance [54] . In specific telecytology applications, educational tools have been used to teach cytotechnologist locator skills using virtual slides. In this application, students screened validated cytology whole-slide images to which their annotations could be compared to reference annotations, and then wiped clean again for the next session [55] . With the buildup of sets of static or wholeslide images in such a fashion, excellent examples of rare cases could be archived for widespread use without issues of stain degradation, slide breakage or loss, and such images could be stored in a structured database which would allow for rapid search and retrieval. Digital cytology has also been successfully evaluated for use in educational challenges and examinations [56, 57] . Many of the pathology and cytology professional organizations now offer digital online educational experiences, both free and by subscription. Interested viewers can access many of these exercises at the websites of the organizations (e.g. www.cytology-iac.org, www.cytopathology. org, www.cap.org, www.ascp.org, www.uscap.org, www. eurocytology.eu).
Use of Digital Cytology for Proficiency Testing
At present, gynecologic cytology proficiency testing is mandatory for all United States cytologists practicing in this field. This program is currently mandated by law to be administered using glass slide-based test sets. In order to test all cytologists every year, testing providers need to obtain, validate and maintain large sets of glass slides. In addition, testing sets need to be physically transported to each laboratory. This situation argues strongly for a 'digital solution.' Libraries of whole-slide images would be far more easily maintained and would not be subject to loss in transport and the inevitable wear and tear of repeated use. Early studies by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention showed that either portions of slides or whole-slide images could be used for this task as long as the slides were well validated [58, 59] . When wholeslide images were compared to glass slides, there was no statistical difference for the modeled proficiency test pass rate [59] . In other studies, Marchevsky et al. [60] and Stewart et al. [61] showed that optimal performance on whole-slide image-based proficiency testing requires user training and experience, and may be hindered by 'interface' issues such as the ability to move quickly and easily around the virtual slide, to change magnifications and to focus.
Based on the rapid evolution of technology in wholeslide imaging, the 'engineering' issues of image capture and viewing will undoubtedly improve. With these changes, as well as with increasing levels of experience and skill in the cytology community, proficiency testing should be an ideal 'target' for the use of this technology.
Administrative, Legal, and Regulatory Issues in Digital Cytology
With implementation of applications of digital cytology (and general digital pathology) into actual practice and patient care settings, issues related to billing, security, and the medicolegal and regulatory aspects of practice will need to be addressed.
At present, billing for teleconsulations is identical to billing for glass slide consultations. This could change in the future as increased 'traffic' may invoke further review and initiation of new or more specific codes and fee structures.
In the era of telemedicine, confidentiality of protected patient information and verification of correct transmission are critical. The sending of information 'in the clear' over the Internet is not secure and hence additional measures must ensue for transmission of protected information during the process of teleconsultation. In point-topoint teleconsultation (meaning always between the same places), use of a virtual private network may be an optimal choice as a secure link. However, in an 'open' referral system where consultations can come from a variety of sites, this is not a good option. In such cases, images (which are not -at least at present -considered protected information) could be transmitted over the Internet, but the accompanying patient information would have to come separately (telephone or fax) or by another encrypted method, such as secure sockets layer (SSL), if attached to the image information -similar to the method for credit card security used in e-commerce [7] .
In the era of so-called 'cloud' computing, where information is stored in a commercial server outside of either the sender's or receiver's firewalls, these security issues become even more important and have yet to be completely worked out.
Teleconsultation licensure requirements vary by state and therefore knowledge of specific state law is necessary. Most states require licensure for primary interpretation. Some states have virtually no restrictions on secondary review of cases while others have restrictions based on billing patterns or case volumes.
Medicolegal issues associated with digital practice will likely be similar to those related to standard glass slide microscopy practice. There will undoubtedly be nuances associated with teleconsultation, however. For instance, in real-time teleconsultation, is the consultant responsible if the sender does not show the most appropriate fields of view; how would the review be documented? In another example, if the quality of a whole-slide image does not show many of the relevant cells with the captured focal plane, who bears the responsibility? These and many other issues will arise and will require cases and courts to be satisfactorily defined and resolved [62, 63] .
The College of American Pathologists (CAP) Laboratory Accreditation Program (LAP) checklists do have items relevant for digital pathology and teleconsultation. They include: (1) the necessity of having systems in place to insure that patient identification and the images associated are correctly linked; (2) all systems are compliant with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA; patient confidentiality); (3) a system is in place to insure that clinical information is available to the consultant (just as for glass slide reviews, teleconsulations require clinical history); (4) adequate training and documentation thereof is required for users of teleconsultation equipment -from scanning to transmission to viewing to reporting; (5) quality assurance procedures are in place (not stated as to what these might be -user defined), and (6) that systems used are adequate for their stated use (for instance, use of scanners of appropriate resolution for cytology might be an example). For further information, the interested reader should review the CAP checklists which can be found on the CAP website (www.cap.org).
It is likely that there will be significant change in the regulatory environment for digital pathology in the next decade. The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently held a conference to begin investigations into the regulation of this field. Issues of instrument and process validation, patient safety and confidentiality, and regulation of telepathology are certain to be addressed by the FDA in the near future.
Lastly, in order to set up a teleconsultation practice, information technology (IT) departments in institutions must be engaged. IT department personnel must insure that bandwidth is adequate for the expected information load and that the proper linkages (ports) for each station are adequate for the anticipated data flow. IT personnel must insure that systems are compliant with HIPAA regulations and that security of information is adequate. IT must insure that the institutional firewall is adequate to prevent unwanted access to information and that teleconsultation material is capable of getting through and reports are capable of getting back out again. IT will need to insure that host servers have adequate virus protection and security measures in place and that there is a mechanism to scan incoming material for security threats. Finally, IT needs to help in setting up compatible systems with other institutions. This will require them to interact with pathology departments and with IT units at other institutions. In most large centers, IT has been tasked with numerous complex tasks related to laboratory and clinical information systems. Having administrative support specifically for teleconsultation services is critical to insure that IT personnel are engaged in this process. Such engagement may require dedicated teleconsultation personnel, particularly if a large ongoing volume is anticipated.
Prospects for the Future of Digital Cytology
At the current developmental pace, it is likely that most of the issues noted above will be worked out satisfactorily in the next several years and that digital sharing of cases within or from outside of departments will be commonplace. In the future, the addition of artificial intelligence and data mining will likely be the next level of digital pathology technology. Already in gynecologic cytology, devices are capable of identifying and ranking potentially abnormal cells, with presentation of these areas digitally to observers for assessments [41] . Transfer of this capability to whole-slide digital images would allow for flexibility in the process because analysis of the slides would not be tied to the physical presence of the slides. In addition, manipulation of digital information and relationships might provide additional diagnostic information. Work has already begun on similar processes in histopathology applications [64] . Perhaps in the future pathologists will look at prescreened digital slides which have regions of interest highlighted by computer scanners trained to effectively identify high-risk patterns. Primary applications might be in areas requiring intensive screening of large numbers of sections (e.g. prostate or breast biopsies) or in nongynecologic cytology screening applications.
The future of digital pathology is bright and should usher in entirely new ways for pathologists to interact with specimens. These methods are already widely available for educationsal use. Use for patient teleconsultation, both within institutions and between institutions, promises to improve the efficiency of practice and also to improve patient safety. High-quality primary interpretations and secondary opinions on routine and difficult cases will be only minutes away from any site in the world.
It is certain that the new generation of cytologists and pathologists being trained today will more easily adapt to this technology. In the era of virtually unlimited access to 'on-line' information, and use of rapidly improving interfaces to access this information, the practitioners of tomorrow will not only embrace this method of practice, but will likely demand it.
